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Position Paper Guideline for I-HMUN participants 
 

 
The Position Paper is an essay that presents an opinion about the agenda that delegates are assigned.                 
Its goal is to convince other delegates that the opinion presented is worth listening to and considering.                 
The Delegates can introduce their nation's stance of the Agenda to other delegates by writing the                
position paper. 
 
 
[ Form ] 
 

Delegate: (First name, Last name)  
Committee: Ex. The UNSC 
Agenda: Ex. The right of control over the Bosphorus Strait 
Country: The allocated country, Ex. United States of America 

I-HMUN 2021 POSITION PAPER (Within One Page, font: Times New Roman, size: 11, line spacing: 1.3) 
 
 
[ Contents ] 
 

Delegates should research background knowledge related to the Agenda, and state one`s own opinion              
founded on reasonable basis.  
 
A delegate can write the following contents; 

- Topic Background: Briefing the Agenda by writing the issues such as those historical             
background, status quo, past international action of the topic. 

- Country Policy: Summarizing the allocated country`s stance(policy) influenced on the issue           
and the orientation of what the international community should pursue to resolve the issue. 

- Possible Solutions: the Delegate shall pose at least one possible solution with the reasonable              
basis, brainstorming own solutions of the Agenda within range not out of the country's              
perspective. 

- Sources: Stating the reliable sources to make the information of the position paper credible. 
- Points to be emphasized during the conference: Posing the points to be discussed that are               

important to the Agenda. 

 
 
[ Reference ] 
 

- English is the only language for I-HMUN Position Paper writing. 
- Delegates should use third person expressions such as ‘The Delegate of USA’. 
- Delegates should submit the Position Paper to their committee`s email till December 20th,             

2020. 
- Delegates should send the position paper with the following file name 

: Position Paper - Committee - Country (Ex. Position Paper - UNSC - USA) 
- Position papers will be assessed to award ‘the Prize of the Best Position Paper’. 
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